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Do you have any idea how many home styles there are? So many! Do you know what
they all are? Probably not! That’s ok. When you come to us, ready for a renovation, we
have talented team members ready to help you navigate the various styles and find the
one that is right for you. But it helps us help you if you already have a sense of what you
do and do not like.
When someone wants to know more about interior, exterior, and architectural design
options, we like to refer them to Houzz.com. There are beautiful and wonderful pieces
of inspiration there. It’s also a great place to learn. In three parts, we are going to
dissect the 15 home styles they identify, from Asian to Tropical, and everything in
between. Here are the first five:

Asian
Asian homes borrow style from Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Indian, Thai, Vietnamese,
and other Eastern cultures. People who prefer this home like to include anything from
Zen gardens to living rooms with furniture arrangements based on Feng Shui principles.
Their ultimate goal is to create a calming and serene home that pulls from a culture they
admire. Some people mix and match their favourite Asian elements, while others like to
focus on one specific cultural style.
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Features:







Asian-style fabrics or motifs
Colours and textures of nature
Calm and serene settings with vibrant accents
Eye-catching water features, like a small fountain, reflection pool, or a koi pond
Tatami mats, paper lanterns, and/or shoji screens are present in many Asian styles
Excitement for the other senses - Sight, smell and hearing come together in a well done
Asian home and should create a sense of serenity

Beach
Beach or coastal homes don’t have to be on the ocean (though they often are). They
have a beachy vibe through decor that can include everything from luxurious Cape Cod
homes to themed nautical decor. You don’t have to live on the coast to enjoy a beautiful
beach style home.

Features:









Beach and ocean inspired decor - sailboats, seashells, ropes, fish, water
Wood-shingle siding
Boardwalks and docks themed decks
Outdoor kitchens and entertaining areas
Crisp whites, sandy creams, light greens and all shades of blue
Distressed or whitewashed wood
Big windows that take advantage of beautiful views and natural light
Don’t be afraid to get nautical!
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Contemporary
Contemporary is the exact opposite of classic. These homes are bold and trendy, and
place emphasis on popular design. Rooms usually have bold colors and mix-and-match
textures, are sleek and dramatic, and feature high-gloss cabinetry and frosted glass
details. Exteriors are built with a combination of materials and sleek lines. This style
evolves with the time and what was once contemporary is now more traditional.

Features:







Bright and contrasting colors
Open floor plans
Unique furniture shapes
Dramatic architectural details created from natural and sustainable building materials
Asymmetrical features and geometric shapes
Smart design - designed to be efficiently and effectively used by the homeowner

Craftsman
Craftsman homes are based on the trendy styles of the 1900s through the 1930s. This
style focuses on bungalows, Prairie homes, and Arts and Crafts homes, and are
focused on the home’s structure and architectural details over the interior design. In the
earliest days of the craftsman home, the idea was to feature local materials and the
work of local craftsmen.
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Features:








Low, pitched gable or hipped roofs
Tapered and squared entry columns
Covered front porch
Custom built-ins, like bookshelves, entertainment units, and benches
Woodwork all over the place
Cozy rooms as opposed to an open floorplan concept
Horizontal lines and triangular roof gables

Eclectic
Eclectic is a mixed bag - literally! These homes have an intentionally collected, curated
feel. This category pulls from multiple styles and purposefully mixes patterns, colors,
textures and eras. While they borrow from many styles, the purpose of this design style
is harmony, not chaos. The homes are as unique and beautiful as their owners.
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Features:







Creative use of contrasting color and mismatched decor
One-of-a-kind pieces
Gallery walls
Core colour palette to tie in the other design elements
Bold statement pieces (don’t over-do this one!)
Lack of defined design rules to abide by
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Visit our Ultimate Showhome
108 Douglas Woods Grove SE
Thursday 12pm-7pm
Friday-Sunday 9am-4pm

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes &
Renovations, you automatically qualify for our
referral program? Call us for information.
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